Durafence: high security
fencing solutions

Long-lasting, maximum security

Benefits

1

Maximum
security

2

Long
service-life

3

Rapid
installation

The wire drawing and
coating specialist

Durafence high security fencing solutions
are tested in the harshest conditions and
against maximum force to ensure they
provide the ultimate security enclosures
for your perimeter. In addition to defining
its boundary, our fencing solutions allow
visual distinction between public and
private property.

Bekaert has the flexibility, the historical
background, and the technical skills to
create any steel wire no matter what
shape, composition or mechanical
characteristic. We have been producing
continuously for over 135 years and are
available in over 120 countries.

Durafence fencing solutions consist of
welded panels and heavy chain-link which
are available in different heights, crash
rated posts and security gates. The unique
modular design of our solutions prevents climbing or any willfully damage
caused by cutting tools or other instruments.
To increase their longevity, our fencing solutions are available with different
coating solutions including zinc, polyester and Bezinal® 2000, our own brand of
zinc aluminum alloy.

Bezinal® 2000
for polluted,
more corrosive
environments

compatible posts,
fixtures and fittings
(rapid installation,
no additional
maintenance required)

high rigidity steel
(extra strength)
surface-mounted
welded panels
(high impact
resistance)

Why choose
Bekaert?

Experienced provider of
fencing solutions
Our experience in producing fences for
a wide range of purposes enables us
to provide you with the best possible
solution and technical support. We have
the unique ability to control the entire
production process of our fences, from
wire rod to finished product.

Your strategic partner
Our global presence means that your
products are manufactured to strict
international standards of safety and
quality. Our local support means that
we are at your service at all times.

What is the best fencing solution for me?
Durafence high security fencing solutions safeguard a wide range of high
security facilities including, but not limited to borders, nuclear power stations,
prisons, airports, industrial parks, banks and defense facilities.

Security fences
Wire diameter: 4mm
Panel height
(mm)

Panel
width
(mm)

Mesh
(mm)

1800 to 4000

2138

76.2*12.7

Post types (mm)
Square post

Super I post

60*60*2.0

100*54.4*1.5

3D type fences
Wire diameter: 5mm
Panel
height
(mm)

Panel
width
(mm)

Mesh
(mm)

Post types (mm)
Square post
60*60*1.5

1030

Square post
60*60*2.0

I post
70*40*1.5

*

*

1230

*

*

1530

*

*

1730

2505

190*50 /
200*50

*

2030

Super I post
100*54.4*1.5

*

*

*

2410

*

*

*
*

Heavy chain link
Fence
height
(mm)

Fence
Length
(mm)

Opening
(mm)

Wire
diameter
(mm)

Wire tensile
strength min.
(kg/mm2)

Coating weight
Zinc/Bezinal® min.
(g/m²)

Mesh weight
(kg/m²)

1200-2500

12500

50*50

4/5

50

240

4.8

Other dimensions available upon request. Final specifications dependent on fence design.

Contact us

More
Information?
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